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In this article, resuming first several important results on algebraic vector bundles on

projective spaces and some splitting problems of those vector bundles, we shall explain an

attempt to solve the splitting problems for rank two vector bundles on projective spaces
by using determinantal varieties.

   1) Vector bundles on projective spaces

   Let PZ be an n-dimensional projective space defined over an algebraically closed field

k and E an algebraic vector bundle of rank r on Pit.

1. 1) n == 1.

  We have the following fundamental result for vector bundles on Pi,

  Theorem ( A.Grothendieck 1957 [G3] ) Ever3t vector bundle on Pi is a direct sum
of line bundles.

                        E == e;•.,,O(ai) ( ai EZ ).

   As applications, it follows that

   a) Embeddeddeformations.
   Let X be a nonsingular algebraic variety (n == dimX) andX)C t Pi a curve in
X. Then we see that N = Nxlc = eZ•=-iiO(ai) ( the normal bundle of C in X ) for some
int,egers to,;}.Let ICI E 7-t == Hilby be the Hilbert scheme of X. Then it is known that

   V L-J LJ ..         T[c],H t HO(C, N) : the embedded deformation space of C in X,

                   dimlc] 7't ) dim HO(C, N) - dim Hi(C, N).

Thus {ai,•••,an-i} describes the deformations of C in X. This faÅít plays important
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re}es in studykig the Extremal curves, Contractien maps, Minimal models, t • • and hence
in the Cla$sification theory of algebraic surfaces and 3-folds. ( cf, [M4] )

   b) Jumping lines.

   For aRy lii}e ec Pn, we }iave

                       Ele = (D:•.iO(ai) (ai ) • • • 2 ar)

and we denote the set of integers (ai,•••,a,) by aE(e). There exists an open subset U of

the Grassma}m variety Grass(R, l) which is the pararaeter space of lines in P" such that
aE(e) are ceRstant for all e in U. A lk}e e is cal}ed a jumpillg }ine if aE(e) is different from

that for general Iines. ( cf [Ol] )

   As for general lines, we have the following

   Theerem ( H.Gyagext, G.Mglick i975 (Glj, H.Spkidler l979 [S31 ) ifE is semi-
stabge, then for a generag line e, it is observed that eS ai - ai+i S i for aili (i Si S
r- 1).

1. 2) R xx 2, 3.

   There are many vector bundles whieh are not direct sum of line bund!es on Pn (n =
2, 3) contrary to the case Pi.

   a) Modu}i of stab}e vector buiid}es on Pe.

   Let

   M(O, c) = moduli of stable rank 2 vector bundles on Pe

            with ci =Oandc= c2 ()2),
   M(-l, c) = mcduli of stable rank 2 vectey bg}idles ok Pe

             with ci me -1 a}id c= c2 ( ) 2 ).

   Then we have the fo11owings.

   T}-ieoureri-i (ifg.Bartl"i 'xO-77 [Bl] ) Alx (g, c) n.'." an -ire, e,".n.,ce.'5.j.D e.o?.-so;r..nedlAwr raf.inv pa.al gt,•fi..Ri-

projective veriety of dimemsien 4c-3. '
  Theorem ( K.Hulek 1979 [H5] ) A4(-1,c) is an irreducible non-singular rational
quasi-pro2-ective variety of dimension 4c-4.
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   There was a small gap in the proof of the rationality and T.Maeda gave a complete
proof for the rationality of these variet•ies in [Ml].

   On the other hand, M.Maruyama established the following fundamental theorem for
the existence of coarse moduli spaces of senii-stable coherent sheaves and also studied the

irreducibility and rationality of these varieties.

   Theorem ( M.Maruyama 1977 [M2], 1978 [M3] ) 1) There entsts a coarse mod-
uli space for semi-stable coherent sheaves on non-singular pro]'ective varieties except for

boundedness.
   2) M(O, c) (c = 4k") is irreducible and rational.

   b) Moduli of stable vector bundles on Pe.

   In case n = 3, it turns out that

   Theorem(W.Barth, R.Hartshorne 1978 [H2]) 1) Every irreducible component of
M(O, c) has dimension År- 8c - 3. lf odd c 2 5, then there ean'st irreducible components of

dimension 8c-3.
   2) Forc }ir 3, A4(O,c) is disconnected.

   c) Instanton bundles.

   A stable rank two bundle E on Pe is called a k"-instanton bundle (k being a positive
integer ) if it satisfies the following conditions :

               1) ci(E) == O, c2(E)= k, 2) Hi(E(-2))=o.

Let M(k-) be the moduli of L"-instanton bundles. Then the real points M(k)R of M(k") is
a real analytic manifold of (real) dim = 8K- - 3. When k = 1,2, M(k") is connected.

   Theorem(M.Atiyah, R.Ward 1977 [A2]) There isanatural one to one correspon-
dence between
   a? self dual solutions of the SU(2) Yang-Mills equations on S4(4--dimensional sphere
? up to gauge equivalence.
   b? isomorphism classes of rank two algebraic vector bundles E on P3c satisfying the
nAnj) rJ4+inno .
L.ViVWVVUVivU .
   1? E has a symplectic structure.
   2? The restriction ofE to every real line ofPe is (algebraically ) trivial.

   d) Topological bundles on P"c ( n= 2,3 ).
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[['heorem ( R.SchwartzeRberger l961 [S2], M.Atiyah, E.Rees 1976 [Al] )

Ever3x topological bundle on P"c (n mo 2, 3) has at least one holomorphic structure.

l. 3) ll .-... 4.

   The only essentialy known example that is an indecomposable rank two vector bundle
on P4c is the Horrocks-Mumford bundle,

   Theorem ( G.Horrock$, D.Mumford 1963 [H41 ) There eststs a ranfo twe stabge vecter
bsndge ff en P6 xfith cKE) = 5, e2 ww IC and i5,eOO symmetptes.

   On the other hand, H.Grauert and M.Schneider claimed the fo11owing important the-
orem concernig splitting of rank two vector bundles on P4c. However there was a gap in

their prooÅí

   Theorem? ( H.Grauert, M.Schneider 1977 [G2] ) A rank two vector bundie on
Pnc (n k 4) which is unstable is a direct sum of line bundles.

   If the above were true, then we have

   CoTo}lary ? ?7here extst rank two tepegegieal vector b#ndges en Pnc (n ;) 4) which
are not algebraic.

l. 4) n :5

   Any indecomposable rank two vector bundles on P$ are not constructJed in character-

lstlc zero case yet.

   Although we have in positive characteristic cases

   [['heorem ( H.'lraRgo i976 I'I'l] ) There eststs a rank two stable vector bttndge E 6n
Pit in characteristic 2.

and in addition,

   Theerera ( G.Hgyrock$ l97g [H3] ) There exist ircedwci5ge rank three yector bun-
dies on P2 in characteristic different 2. In characteristic 2, they split as the sum of an

indecomposable rank two bundle with a line bundle.
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   2 ) Open probleiii}s

   UndGr these background, R.Hartshorne posed the following fainous conjectures con--
cerning algebraic vector bundles on P"c (n -År 5).

   2. 2) CgRjectures(R.Hart$horne 1979 [H2])

   1) Does there exist an indecomposable vector bundle of rank two on P8 ?

   2) Is every rank two vector bundle on Pe (n ) 7) a direct sum of Iine bundles ?

ai}d fxt}?er si}]ce there are Rg exarcples gf RcR-$iitgitlar c}esed sgbvarieties of low cod!-

mensiems in prejective spaces that are not compiete intersectioxxs,

   3) If X is a nonsingular closed subvariety of Pnc and if dimX År 2g'L, theva is X a

complete intersection ?

   Needless to say, the beok : Geometric Igvariant Theery ( foer short, GI']r ) i$ ene ef

the most important refereiice book of invarint theory alld moduli theory and we can fu3d

the following interesting comment therein.

   G I T ( 2nd Enlarged Edition 1982 [M5] ) The question of the existence of non-trivial

rank Åíwo vector bundle on Pnc , n ) 5 , is the most inteyesting problem iii projective
geometry that I knew oÅí

   2. 2) Several results

   Though many mathematicians have tried to solve the conjectures for a}most thirty
yeays, we do Ret httve obeaii}ed aity complete answers yet.

 ' However it is proved as for splitting of vector bundles on projective spaces that

   Theorem ( W.Barth,Van de Ven 1974 [B2], E.Sato 1977 [Sl] ) Any infinitely ex-
tendable vector bundge on P2. is a direct s#m of line buRdges.

   On the other hand, it, is showii as for complete int•ersect,ionne$$ of nonsingular closed

subvarieties of low codimensions in projective spaces that

   Theorem ( Z.Ran 1983 [Rl] ) LetX be a locaZly complete intersection subvariety of
eoa' i?neRsion S in P'7'i- i 2 eveT an aigebraicggly cgob'ed fceges' of af'b•gS?''a?"y c}`g'i a'cteris`bic. Len"v

N denote the nemaal bandie ofX andd its degree. Assume that A2Nf! O(u),y G Z, and
moreover that either (1? u ) k +m, or (2? d S m. Then X is a complete intersection.

   Recently the following splitting criterion is obtained using determinantal variety method
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   Theorem ( H.Sumihiro 1999 [S4], H.Sumihiro, S.Tagami 2eOl iS5]) LetE be a rank
two vector bundle on P2. (n ) 4) in any characteristie and P a 4- or 5-dimensional
proj'ective linear subspace ofPZ and let E = EIP be the restriction ofE to P. Then E
splits into line bundles if and only ofHi(P, End(E)) :O.

   3 ) Determinantal variety method

   NTow let us explain the deterininantal variety method to deal with the splitting prob-
lems of vector btmdle$ on projective spaces. P}ease $ee [S4] fger the precise defuAtioR
of determinaRta} varieties aRd algebro-geemetric prepexties that determikantai vairieties

enJ oy.

   3. 1) Problems(in any characteristic)

   We aye aimiRg at to prove the fcl}owi}ig.

   Problem 1 : If E is a rank two bundle on P2 with ci - 4c2 ) O where ci (i : 1,2) is

the i-th Chern number of .Ei7 , then does E split into line bundles ?

   Problem 2 : If E is an unstab!e ratik two bund!e on P2. , then does E split into line
bg}idles ?

   Problem 3 : If E is a rank two bundle on P2. , then does E split into line bundies ?

   Remark: Be careful for characteristic 2!

   3. 2) Reductig}i to pesitive ckaracteristic ( ki zere characteTistic case ).

   Assun)e that E is a vector bundle situated in Problems 1), 2) or 3). Let 8 be a rank
two vectox' bundle on PX = Pn Å~ Spec(A), where A is a finitely generated Z algebra
contained in C such that E ! EIPÅé cgÅr C ( op being the generic point of Spec(A)). Then
for a closed point, x in Spuec(A), 8. =: SIIP; is a rank two vector bund}e oR PZ ki positive

characteristic. If we cou}d sl}ew t}}ae S. does split, t}ieft !t fellgws freixx the above splktiRg

criterion that E splits into line bundies.

   3. 3) We shall treat with Problem 1) in t,he sequel. Assume that E is a very ample
rank twe bundle on P2, with c? - 4c2 iir O in positive characteristic ip.

   (3.3.k) Deter}ninai}ta} varieties.

   Take sufficiently geuex'al three sections {si,s2,s3} of E which satisfy the following

conditions :
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   (1) Y =: Di n D2 n D3 is a $mooth closed subscheme of pure codimension 3 in P(E),
where Di (i = 1, 2, 3) is the tautological divisor defined by si.

   (2) I/V(si) A VV(s2) nW(s3) me Åë, where I,V(si) is the zero locus of si (i = 1,2,3).

   Let X be the closed sub$Åëheme of P4k with the following defining equations :

                       x:siAs,•=g (l slis2' wwÅq. 3).

Ilrhen X is isomorphic te Y through the structure morphism P(E) - P4k. Hence X is a
smooth surface contained in P4k which is cal}ed the deterininant,al variety of E.

   (3,3.2) DivisorsonX.

   We shall put the following distinguished divisors on X.

   D : the restriction of the tautological divisor of P(E) to Y M X.

   ff : the yestriction ef the hyperplane of P2 tG X.

   a) Let F= ciH-D . Sk3ce the comp}ete li}iear sy$tem IFFs free frcm base peints
a2}d of dimenslon 2, it define$ a morphism g" : X . Pk2. whicl} is finite aRd separab}e.

   b) Let a=max{neZl HO(P,`,E(-n));O} and let

                      Z -- D- aH, Z' =D- (ci - a)H,

Since E is unstable, i.e., 2a k ci, Z' = Z + (2a - ci)H is an effective divisor and

             zi z' = -(a2 - cia+ c2)H2 = -(a2 - cia+ c2)(e? - c2)•

Uexce it fo}}ews tl?at E splk$ into like bg}idles if ai}d ek}y if Z' is a i}ef diviser because

c2(E(-a)) = a2 - cia+ c2 ) O.

   As for nefness of effective divisors on nonsingular projective surfaces, we have the
following asymptotic criterion.

   Lemma An effective divisor Mi on a nonsingular purojective surface X is nef of and
only zf dim Hi(X, O(-rL'V)) S O(ri) forT ÅrÅr O.

   It is wellkRown that Kodaira--Nakano vanishi!ig theorem does not hold in positive
ckaracteyistic. Ijet us pose the followkig preblem because if it were true, it miglk be
=seful} i}i stgdies ef algebra!c geometyy iR pcsitive c}}aracteuristc. FoT exaii?ple, the above

}emma is easily obtaiiied from it.
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   Pyob}em( Kodaira-NTakane vaiiishing ii} positive characteristic )

   Let X be a nonsingular projective variety defined over an algebraically closed fieid k
of positive characteristic and L an ample line bundle on X. Then there exists a con$tant

c which depends only on X and p and g such that

                dim H9 (X, LX stPx) S e fer p+q ) dimX -F i.

   (3.3.3) Let a : X - X be the (absolute) E'obenius morphism with the exponent
q == p" and F : X - X' the relative }Fteobenius morphism with respect to g : X - P2..

   Tkei'e exists the exact sequeiice :

                (*) o- ox, - F,(ox) --År F,(ox)/o.t oj o,

where .Fr.(C)x)/Ox, has support in the rainification divisor of g.

   Let V : X' . X be the prejection merphism. Then it is calculated that

               dimNi(x', ip'(ox(-z')) == dim lli(X, Ox(-Z")),

          dim Hi (X', F.(0x) x th"(Ox (-Z'År) == dlm ffi(X, 0x (--gZ')).

Therefore it is ebserved that dim ffi(X,Ox(-gZ")) S O(gi) uskag the exact sequence
(*) if we can prove that dimHi(X, E.(Ox)/O., x th'(Ox(-Z')) K O(gi). By use of the
above lemma, it follows that Z' is nef and so E is a direct sum of lixxe bundles.

   How can we describe the strgcturG of the #ey$ion sheaf j7.(0x)/Ox, uRdeT the coRdl-
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